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ABSTRACT.  The paper is concerned with the uniqueness of solutions

to non-well-posed hyperbolic boundary value problems.   Both regular and

singular boundary value problems are considered.  For the singular problem

a class of boundary conditions is considered that has not appeared in the

literature before in connection with this problem.

1. Introduction. It is well known that the Dirichlet problem for hyper-

bolic equations does not in general constitute a well-posed problem. In the case

of the one-dimensional wave equation utt - uxx = 0, for example, Bourgin and

Duffin [2] have shown that uniqueness to the Dirichlet problem for a rectangle

with sides parallel to the coordinate axis holds if and only if the ratio of the

sides of the rectangle is an irrational number. The Dirichlet problem for the

one-dimensional wave equation has also been considered by Picone [9], John [8],

and Fox and Pucci [7]. Dunninger and Zachmanoglou have extended the

result to «-dimensional wave equations [5], and to more general hyperbolic

equations in cylindrical domains [6]. Similar results for the Neumann problem

for the «-dimensional wave equation have been obtained by Sigillito [10]. The

result has been extended to ultrahyperbolic equations by Diaz and Young [3],

and to singular hyperbolic equations by Young [11], and Dunninger and Weinacht

[4]. Recently, Abdul-Latif and Diaz [1] have given a geometric proof of the

original one-dimensional Bourgin and Duffin result under more general Dirichlet-

Neumann boundary conditions.

In all of the above papers, with the exception of Abdul-Latif and Diaz,

the basic technique of proof is the same. An energy integral argument is used

along with the fact that a certain class of eigenfunctions forms a complete set.

We wish to present a proof which we believe is more direct, and at the same

time demonstrates the close relationship between uniqueness results for hyper-

bolic boundary value problems and the Fredholm alternative. This method of
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proof also allows for much more general boundary conditions than have been

previously considered. However, the primary benefit of this new method of proof

is that it yields new insight when applied to the class of singular hyperbolic

boundary value problems considered by Young [11]. The major results in this

paper will be for this class of singular boundary value problems, but first we will

consider the regular case because of its simplicity.

2. The regular case. In order to better demonstrate the close relationship

between the Fredholm alternative and the uniqueness of solutions to hyperbolic

boundary value problems, we shall restrict our attention to the one-dimensional

wave equation

utt " uxx - /(*• 0   i11 R,

(2.1)
u = 0 on bR,

where Z? = {(x, t): 0 < x < a, 0 < t < ô}. We assume that /G C'(R) and / = 0

on bR.

In general, existence of solutions to the nonhomogeneous boundary value

problem (2.1) is difficult to establish, and still sppears to be an open question

for arbitrary /  However, since our main purpose in discussing problem (2.1) is

to demonstrate its relationship with the Fredholm alternative, we shall circumvent

the difficulties involved in establishing existence in the general case by assuming

that

L f(x> 0 sin ~~ xdx = 0
jo a

for all but a finite number of values of k = 1,2,3, .. .  .

Theorem 2.1. Problem (2.1) has a unique solution u E C2(R) if and only

ifafb is an irrational number. Ifafb equals some rational number mfn, then

(2.1) has a nonunique solution if

Ca rb  .   mflx   .  nftt .,    . ,4,      n
sin-sm -t-fix, t)dtdx = 0.

Jo Jo a b

Otherwise, problem (2.1) has no solution.

Proof.  Define

, , »     2 c   ,     ,  .   kñx ,      , /A    2 ça .   kWx ,
hk(t) = Jo U{X' ° Sm ~a~ dx'   fkit) = âJo f(x' ° Sm ~a~ dx'

for k = 1, 2, 3.Then hk(t) satisfies the inhomogeneous boundary value

problem

(2.2) K(t) + ^f2 hk(t) = fk(t),   hk(0) = hk(b) = 0.
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It follows from our assumptions on f(x, t) that if {hk(t)} is a sequence of solu-

tions to (2.2) then u(x, t) = 2k-xhk(t) sin(k\lx/a) is a twice continuously dif-

ferentiable solution of (2.1). Thus, it follows that the boundary value problem

(2.1) has a unique solution if and only if the problem (2.2) has a unique solution

fot k= 1,2.

However, problem (2.2) has a unique solution if and only if k2W2ja2 is not

equal to any of the eigenvalues of h"(t) + Xh(t) = 0, «(0) = h(b) = 0, that is, if

and only if &2n2/a2 ¥= n2U2/b2, for k = 1, 2, . . . , and « = 1, 2, . . .  .

Thus, we see that problem (2.1) has a unique solution if and only if a/b is

irrational. The remainder of the proof follows directly from the Fredholm

alternative.

A similar result can be stated for the equation

utt - Z DfajtoDjU) + c(x)u=f(x, t),

u(x, 0) = u(x, a) = 0 for jc E G,      au/bv + o(x)u = 0 on dG x [0, a].

However, we shall forego this extension and instead concentrate on an extension

to a class of singular hyperbolic boundary value problems. First we need to

establish some results about singular boundary value problems for ordinary

differential equations.

3. Some preliminary results. Consider the homogeneous equation

(3.1) -(p(ty¡>')' + q(t)<t> = Xs(t)4>,      0<t<a,

where the point a is a regular endpoint and the point zero is a singular endpoint,

that is p(0) = 0. A solution of (3.1) that satisfies

(3-2) j"%(r)Wr)l2*<°°.

is said to have finite S norm over (0, a). The fundamental result concerning

singular differential equations was obtained by H. Weyl.

Weyl's Theorem.   Let a be a regular point and 0 a singular point of

equation (3.1).

(i) If for some particular value of X every solution of (3.1) is of finite S

norm over (0, a), then for any other value ofX, every solution is again of finite

S norm over (0, a).

(ii) For every X with Im X ¥= 0, there exists at least one solution of finite

S norm over (0, a).

We say that we have the limit circle case at 0 when all solutions are of

finite 5 norm over (0, a). We have the limit point case at 0 when for some Im X

¥= 0 there is exactly one solution of finite S norm over (0, a).
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We shall now consider the equation

(3.3) (/«/»Y + tk\<p = 0   in 0 < t < a.

The point t = 0 is singular, and for X = 0 we find that 0j(r) = 1 and <p2(t) =

tx~k are independent solutions of (3.3). Clearly, fa)t*\(p1(t)\2 dt < °° if and only

if -1< k and ¡a0tk\^2(t)\2 dt < °° if and only if k < 3. Thus, for equation

(3.3) we have the limit circle case at r = 0 if and only if -1 < k < 3; otherwise,

we have the limit point case. We shall consider the limit point case first. If we

impose the boundary condition <f>(a) = 0 at the regular point a, and the boundary

condition Jq^IçH/)!2dt<°° at the singular point, we are led to the singular

eigenvalue problem

(rV)'+/*X* = 0,   0<r<fl,

(3.4)

(V|0(i)l2<fr<~,   0(a) = 0.
Jb

In general, a singular eigenvalue problem in the limit point case, like (3.4),

can have both a continuous spectrum and a point spectrum, or it can have a con-

tinuous spectrum and no point spectrum, or it can have a pure point spectrum.

However, for equation (3.4) we have the following result.

Theorem 3.1. For k £ (-1, 3), the singular eigenvalue problem (3.4) has

a pure point spectrum and the eigenfunctions form a complete orthonormal set

with weight function tk.

Proof.  It is not difficult to verify that for 3 < k

1{ax-k - tx-k)l{l - k)    for£<r,

{ax-k-%x-k)l{l-k)   fort<%;

and for k < -1

G(t, 9 =
I1"V~* - tx~k)l(l - k)ax-k   for % < t,

ti-krai-k _ £i-*)/(! - ay-*   for t < Ç;

are the Green's functions associated with the operator L<j> = -(tk<f>)', SaQtk\<f>(t)\2dt

< °°, 4>(a) = 0. The singular eigenvalue problem (3.4) can thus be translated into

the integral equation

or

0(r) = xjoaG(r, %)%k<p(%)d%

pW) = ]aQKit,i)Km
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where ju = 1/X, 0(0 = i*/20(r), K(t, |) = tk'2G(t, |)f/2. It is easily verified

that /J/J|AT(f, £)l2 dtd% < °°. Thus K(t, %) is a real symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt

kernel, and it follows that the singular eigenvalue problem (3.4) has only point

spectrum and that the eigenfunctions form a complete orthonormal set with

weight tk.

Corollary 3.2. Iff(t) has finite tk norm over (0, a), where k $.(-1,3),

then the Fredholm alternative holds for the singular equation

(rV)' + Xrfc0 = tkf(t),   U tk |0(r)|2 dt < »o,   0(a) = 0.

We shall now treat the limit circle case. If we define

(3.5) W(u, v; t) =■ uv = u'v,

then it is known that every solution in the limit circle case satisfies the condition

hmf_^0+ tkW(u, u~; t) = 0. Thus, we are led to consider the problem

(3.6) {Sç')' + \tk4, = 0,   Um tkW((p, f; t) = 0,  <p(a) = 0,
r-*0 +

where £(r, X0) is a possibly complex-valued solution of (tk%')' 4- X0tk% = 0

satisfying limi^0+ r^IVd, f; t) — 0. It is well known that the limit circle case

with the above boundary conditions always leads to a pure point spectrum and

that the eigenfunctions form a complete orthonormal set with weight tk.

Corollary 3.3. Iff(t) has finite tk norm over (0, a), where -Kk<3,

then the Fredholm alternative holds for the singular equation

(tk<¡>')' + Xtk<p = tkf(t),   lim   tkW((j), I; t) = 0,   0(a) = 0.
r-»-0 +

4. The singular case.  In this section we shall investigate the uniqueness of

solutions to the singular hyperbolic boundary value problem

"„ + f "f - L DfafayDjU) + c(x)u = 0,
(4-1)

u(x, 0) = u(x, a) = 0   for x E G,      dußv + o(x)u = 0   on bG x [0, a],

where k is a real parameter, -°° < k < °°. We assume x = (xx, x2,. . . , xn)

represents a point in En and au(x) is of class C1 in a domain D = {(x, t): xEG;

0 < t < a} where G is a bounded regular domain in E". It is also assumed that

c(x) is continuous, a¡¡ = ajt, and that the principal part of equation (3.1) is

uniformly elliptic, i.e., 'Laij(x)^¡%j >/i|¿|2   (p > 0) for all «-tuples i=(%x,%2,

. . . , £„). We shall denote by 9/9i> the transverse derivative defined by
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r~ = Z  ai7(x) cos(i>; x,.) —,
VV {._ j OXj

where v is the exterior normal to bG.

Equation (4.1) is a generalization of the well-known Euler-Poisson-Darboux

equation which has been the object of extensive research. E. C. Young [11] has

studied boundary value problems for equation (4.1) under less general boundary

conditions than considered here. He made special notice of the cases k < 0 and

0 < k.  We shall demonstrate that the two important cases are k E (-1, 3) and

k $ (-1, 3). It should be pointed out that the results obtained in this section

are new even in the case k = 0, where they extend [2], [6], [7] by considering

more general boundary conditions.

Theorem 4.1. Ifk$(-1, 3) and u E C2(G x (0, a)) is a solution of

»tt + 7"r - ¿  Dfa^DjU) + c(x)u = 0,
¿,/=i

(4.2) bu/bv + o(x)u = 0   onbG x (0, a),

[" tk\u(x, t)\2 dt < °°,      u(x, a) = 0   for x EG
JO

then u = 0 if and only if

(4.3) •/li-fc|/2(A>) * 0

where Jp{z) is the Bessel's function of the first kind of order p, and \m are the

positive eigenvalues of the elliptic eigenvalue problem

- t Dfair(x)Dfl) + c{x)ï = Xtf/    in G

(4.4)
b^lbv 4- o(x)i// = 0      on bG.

Proof. Suppose there exists a positive eigenvalue \n of the elliptic eigen-

value problem (4.4) such that J\X-k\i2^\fi) = ®- L,et ̂ W De tne normalized

eigenfunction corresponding to X„. Then the function

w{x, t) = ¿x-kV2Jn_k,l2(s/Tnt)4,n{x)

is a nontrivial solution to the problem (4.2).

Conversely, suppose that condition (4.3) holds and that there exists a non-

trivial solution u(x, t) of the hyperbolic boundary value problem (4.2). Let

i$i{x)} and {(pj(t)} he the normalized eigenfunctions of problems (4.4) and (3.4),

respectively. Then, the set {^(x^f)} is a complete orthonormal set for the

Hubert space
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H = if:G x(0,a)-+ R^j^ § tkf2(x, t)dxdt < °°\.

The continuity assumptions on u and the fact that u satisfies the integral boundary

condition in (4.2) imply that uEH.  Thus, we can write

oo

(4.5) u(x, f)=I otyiiifxypiit)
»',/'= i

where atj = f¡jfGtku(x, ^¡(xtyXfydxdt, and the convergence in (4.5) is under-

stood to be in the mean.

Now, define h¡(t) = fGu(x, ttyftfdx.  Then h¡(t) satisfies the differential

equation

(4.6) i/«;(r))' + Xfhft) = 0,      hffl) = 0,

where Xz- is the eigenvalue of problem (4.4) corresponding to ip¡(x). To see what

boundary condition h¡(t) satisfies at t = 0 notice that since h¿(t) is the Fourier

coefficient of u(x, t), by Parseval's identity we have fa0tkhf(t)dt = 2¿LX \aif\2 <

°°. Thus, by Corollary 3.2, equation (4.6) has only the trivial solution if X,- is

not equal to any of the eigenvalues of

(4.7) (tkh'(t))' + Xtkh(t) = 0,     j"otkh2(t)dt<°°,   h(a) = 0.

However, the eigenvalues of problem (4.7) are the roots to the equation

/n_fc|,2(\/Xa) = 0. Thus, equation (4.6) has only the trivial solution when

/u_k|;2(\/X~ä) =£ 0. It follows that fGu(x, t)4/¡(x)dx = 0 for 0 < t < a, which

implies that m(x, t) = 0 since {^¡(x)} is a complete orthonormal set in L2(G)

and u(x, t) is continuous in G x (0, a).

Remarks.   It can be shown that when k < -1, problem (4.2) is equivalent

to

utt + 7»i - ¿ DfaMDjU) +.c(x)u = 0,
1 i,/=l

(4.8) bu/bv + o(x)u = 0   on bG x (0, a),

u(x, 0) = u(x, a) = 0   for x E G.

Theorem 4.2. Assume -1 < k < 3 and that u E C2(G x (0, a)) is a

solution of

utt + ~tut * È   DfajixyijU) + «*)» = 0,

(4.9)
bu/bv + o(x)u = 0   on bG x (0, a);
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(4.10) lim   tkW(u(x,. ), I; t) = 0,      u(x, a) = 0 for x G G,
f->-0 +

w/zere W(-, •, i) is defined by (3.5) an<Z %(t, X0) /s a possibly complex-valued solu-

tion of (/£')' 4- XqI*? = 0 satisfying limf_>0+ tkW(%, f; r) = 0.  Then u = 0if

and only if ln =£ Xm, where ln and Xm are the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue

problems (3.6) and (4.4), respectively.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and will be omitted.

Remarks.  The solution

(4.11) {(0 =

-1+Atx~k    for*=rM,

-1+Alnt      forfc=l,

of the equation (rfe£')' = 0 satisfies the condition limf_>0+ tkW(%, f; t) = 0 if and

only if A is real;  For this choice of %(t), the boundary condition (4.10) at t = 0

becomes

lim  [(1 - k)Au(x, t) - (Atx~k - l)tkut(x, t)] = 0    for * * 1,
->o+

lim  [Au(x, t) - (Alnt - l)tut(x, t)] = 0 for k = 1.

i->0

r->0

Each different choice of the real constant A yields a different boundary condition

for the boundary value problem (4.9)—(4.10). The simplest choice is obtained

by choosing A = 0. Then the boundary condition at t = 0 that is associated

with problem (4.9) is

**.

r-o+
(4.12) lim   tkut(x, r) = 0    for x G G.

We shall close by presenting without proof two results that correspond to

the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the class of singular equations under

consideration. Notice that these results are valid for all values of k, whereas

those in [11] are not..

Theorem 4.3. Let u E C2(G x (0, a)) be a solution of

»tt + \ut - Z  DAßifdDjU) + c(x)u = 0,
1 i,i=l

bufbv + o(x)u = 0   on bG x (0, a),

satisfying

u(x, 0) = u(x,a) = 0   forxEGifk<l,

\u(x, 0)1 < °°,      u(x, a) = 0   forxEGifKk.
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77ze« u = 0 if and only ifJ\X-k\¡2(VXa) ^ 0 where X¡ are the positive eigenvalues

of problem (4.4).

Remarks.   It should be pointed out that Theorem 1 of [11] and Theorem

3.4 are independent even in the case 0 < k < 1. Theorem 1 of [11] assumes

that ut(x, t) is continuous in G x [0, a], while Theorem 3.4 assumes only that

ut(x, t) is continuous in G x (0, a). It is easily shown that Theorem 1 of [11]

is false under our less stringent continuity assumptions on ut(x, t). For example,

u(x, t) = t(-1~k^2J^x_ku2(t) sin x is a nontrivial solution of utt + (k/t)ut - uxx

= 0 satisfying «(0, t) = u(U, t) = 0, and the initial condition u(x, 0) = 0. This

does not contradict Theorem 1 of [11], however, since while the solution is con-

tained in C2(G x (0, T)) for any T > 0, it is not contained in C2(G x (0, T))

C\Ci(G x [0, T]) as required by Theorem 1 of [11] because ut(x, t) = 0(t~k).

Theorem 4.4. Let u E C2(G x (0, a)) be a solution of

"« + 7"r - £   DfajMDjU) + c(x)u = 0,
1        í,/=i

bu/bv + a(x)u = 0   on bG x (0, a),

ut(x, 0) = ut(x, a) = 0   for xE G,

and assume that the eigenvalues X¡ of problem (4.4) are positive.  Then u = 0 if

and only if

(4.13) '(i+fe)/2(VV)*0-

Remarks.   Condition (4.13) extends condition (26) of Theorem 3 in [11]

to negative values of k.  It should be pointed out that condition (4.13) is

equivalent to

^-(i+*)/2(VVO*o  if*<i,

Ja+k)/2Í\/\a)*° iîl<k>

where Yp is the Bessel function of the second kind of order p.
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